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          [image: Three students walk down the stairs from a mezzanine area. The two on the left are talking to each other. The one on the right is talking to another student at the bottom of the stairs. In the background, various other people can be seen working at tables with backpacks and laptops.]
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        The World of Textiles Awaits

                  
            It's a multibillion-dollar global industry that's integrated into everything we do — and you could drive the field's next big advancements.
          

                          
                                  

              

    

  




  
    




Leading the Way in Textiles Education




Textiles are all around us: from the playing field to the runway, shielding first responders from danger or even shoring up a human heart. At the Wilson College of Textiles, we teach you to apply textiles thinking to the grand challenges facing our world.




By the time you leave here, you’ll know there are thousands of ways to use what you’ve learned in a career that you’ll love. And because ours is the only college on this continent solely focused on textiles, our graduates are among the most sought-out anywhere.





Academics
Discover our wealth of undergraduate, graduate and K-12 programs — and all the places they can take you.






Research
See how our faculty blaze trails in textiles research and innovation to create a better world for everyone.
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                          Undergraduate

              

      	      	        From marketing and engineering to design and chemistry, our programs cover the full range of textile applications — and prepare you for any career. 
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                          Graduate

              

      	      	        Pursue your master’s degree or Ph.D. at a globally recognized destination for textiles innovation. 
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                          K-12

              

      	      	        Start exploring the possibilities of textiles through pre-college summer camps. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  



      

    

  







The Partner of Choice
NC State was built to create prosperity. Since 1899, the Wilson College of Textiles has shared that mission. As the only college in North America dedicated to textiles, we’re the destination of choice for anyone who needs textiles expertise — including some of the biggest brands on the planet.


Learn how we support industry
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                          The Wilson College of Textiles Shatters Records on Day of Giving While Honoring 125 Years of Textiles Education

              

      	      	        On March 20, the Wilson College of Textiles community raised more than $3 million to benefit exceptional students, staff, faculty, programs and research. 
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                          Wilson College Professor Partners with NC State’s Panoramic Dance Project

              

      	      	        NC State’s Panoramic Dance Project collaborated with the Wilson College of Textiles to design custom costumes for their Spring Concert. 
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                          Meggie Metcalf Receives Carrie McLean Award, Honoring a Legacy of Leadership

              

      	      	        Associate Director of Academic Services Meggie Metcalf wins the Carrie McLean Advising Award for her achievements and leadership at the Wilson College of Textiles. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  

      

    

  







March is Women’s History Month
Meet our innovators and history makers that made history here at the Wilson College of Textiles.


Find out more
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        DIY t-shirts? Count us in! 🥼🥽

The #NCStateWilson chapter of the American Society of Textile Chemists and Colorists allows students with a passion for chemistry and textiles to expand their professional networks and build community. Along with screen printing t-shirts in the Pilot Plant, the club also recently visited Underwriters Laboratories in RTP.

Learn more about AATCC from NC State’s chapter president and VP at link in bio!
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        It’s the sequel everyone’s been waiting for! ❤️🐺

Continue to follow along polymer and color chemistry student Joshua Bermudez as he shows you the rest of his day as an undergraduate researcher at #NCStateWilson
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        #NCStateWilson is loving this dance! 🐺❤️🏀🐾

We’re so excited for our teams in the #MFinalFour and #WFinalFour and wish them the best of luck! 

Check out these pics of our students and alum celebrating the past few wins!
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        #MarchMadness in person? #NCStateWilson student Ashley Lamb got to do just that! 

Ashley had the opportunity to go and cheer on the pack as part of pep band! Swipe through to see how much fun she’s having!
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        Hey Wolfpack! ❤️🐺
Come along with polymer and color chemistry student Joshua Bermudez as he shows you a day in his life as an undergraduate student at #NCStateWilson
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        Tote bags to carry a designer’s personality 👜

Fashion and textile design students elevated tote bags with two surface manipulation techniques in FTD 200 this semester! Using primary and secondary inspiration, the bags truly came to life with unique textures and capabilities.

Swipe through to check them out!
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        It’s almost impossible for our fashion and textile design seniors to describe their collections in one word but they did and are keeping us on our toes about them!

Make sure not to miss the FTD Emerging Designers Showcase April 27 to really see what they’re talking about and head to the link in bio for tickets!
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        We’re celebrating 125 years of #NCStateWilson! 

125 years of textiles, groundbreaking research, amazing students, and outstanding staff and faculty! Here’s to many more!
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        We asked you to support #NCStateWilson and — like always — you answered the call. We’re thrilled to share that 716 gifts for a total of $3,714,038 will help support our textiles students, staff, faculty, research and programs!

Thank you so much for #GivingPack on Day of Giving🐺❤️
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                          Visit Our College

              

      	      	        Take an in-person or virtual tour of the college you’ll call home: a bustling, high-tech hub on NC State’s Centennial Campus.
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              Email Sign Up

            
                  Sign up for our newsletter and get the latest news and updates from Wilson College delivered to your inbox.
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      Oct
      17
    

    
      
                  Thursday11:00 AM
              

      Wilson College of Textiles Fall 2024 Career Fair

    

  



      

    

  



  

                        
                
            
        
                            
  
    
      
        
          

        

                  Wilson College of Textiles
                Home
      
    


    
      North Carolina State University

1020 Main Campus Drive

Raleigh, NC 27606



              
          919.515.6640
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